AK 2001/2002/2003
Money changer

The money changer

The original from krauth technology
We have been manufacturing the original money changer to the highest standards of precision at
the Eberbach facility for more than 80 years. Ease of use, rugged design, and a long service life are
the quality features that characterise the krauth money changers.
Whether in buses, taxis or as a belt
pouch – the money changer has
virtually unlimited applications as
a quick, convenient and
secure method of storing
and dispensing cash.

Light pressure point for the buttons
Optimised coin flow to prevent coins jamming
Sturdy, industry-tested mechanics
All components made of non-rusting material
Service-friendly due to individually mounted hoppers and money tubes
Money changer interlocking system – fits exactly with the pay desks
Long service life guarantees safety of investment
Order now directly from our online shop at www.krauth-webshop.de!

Money changer with multiple output

Money changer with 5 or 6 tubes (single output)

For more information, visit:

www.krauth-technology.com/solutions

Money changer with 5 tubes and belt pouch

AK 2001/2002/2003
Money changer

Money changer variations:
Description

Order number

Coin configuration

AK 2001 (6 tubes)

P0831.001.00KD01

single output

Coin quantity

37
   

32

AK 2001 turned

P0831.002.00KD01

2.0

1.0 0.50 0.20 0.10 0.50 €

(6 tubes) single output

Coin quantity

26

26

AK2002 (6 tubes)

P0741.001.00KD01

2.0

1.0 0.50 0.20 0.10 0.50 €

multiple output

Coin quantity

28

27

AK 2003 (5 tubes)

P0821.001.00KD01

single output

Coin quantity

Dimensions in mm (W x D x H)

0.05 0.10 0.20 0.50 1.0
28

24

26

24

28

30

2.0 €

26

32

35

0.10 0.20 0.50 1.0 2.0 €
32

28

24

26

approx. 226 x 70 x 116

26
approx. 226 x 70 x 116

37
approx. 226 x 70 x 116

39
approx. 191 x 65 x 116

26

Accessories for the money changer:
Holder for standard EURO money changer
e.g. for mounting on a table
Order number: B0892.0000.LD05

Money bag with carry strap for buckling on
Fitted with 6-tube EURO money changer (single output)
Order number: P0901.004.00LD04
Fitted with 5-tube EURO money changer (single output)
Order number: P0901.003.00LD04

The information contained in this document is subject to change without notice. The illustrations, images and screenshots shown are examples.
Krauth technology assumes no liability for any errors contained within, or for indirect damages or compensation for expenses incurred through the
distribution, provision or use of this material. Insofar as this document forms part of system documentation, the relevant agreements on documentation
and updating shall apply.
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